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Abstract
Filesystem in Userspace (FUSE) is a typical solution
to simplifying writing a new file system. It exports
all file system calls to the user-space, giving programmer the ability to implement actual file system code in
the user-space but with a small overhead due to context switching and memory copies between the kernel
and the user-space. FUSE, however, only allows writing non-stackable file systems. The other alternative
to simplify writing file system code is to use File System Translator (FiST), a tool that can be used to develop stackable file systems using template code. FiST
is limited to the kernel space and requires learning a
slightly simplified file system language that describes
the operation of the stackable file system. In this work,
we combine FUSE with FiST and present a stackable
FUSE module which will allow users to write stackable
file systems in the user-space. To limit the overhead
of context switching operations, we provide this module in combination with our previously developed ATTEST framework that provides ways to filter files so that
only those with specific extended attributes are exported
to the user-space daemon. Further, these attributes can
also be exported to user-space where multiple functions
can behave as stackable modules with dynamic ordering. Another advantage of such a design is that it allows non-admin users to have stackable file system implemented and mounted, for example, on their respective home directories. In our experiments, we observe
that having stackable modules in user-space has an overhead of around 26% for writes and around 39% for reads
when compared to the standard stackable file systems.

1

Introduction

The file system is often seen as one of the most critical
part of an operating system. It handles the task of storing

and organizing user files and their data on the underlying storage devices. It is comprised of very complex C
kernel code which takes several months to develop and
stabilize and is usually written for a particular operating system platform. The file system code must interact
with the operating system’s virtual file system manager
to receive system calls from the user-space, with virtual
memory manager for page allocation and memory management within the kernel and with the virtual device
layer to communicate with the storage devices and store
data. This makes the file system code remarkably complex to understand and very hard to develop. An average modern file system is comprised of around 50,000–
60,000 lines of code and supports a variety of features,
such as B-tree based search, flexible data extents, access
control lists, extended attributes, etc. [28]. This lowlevel kernel code is very difficult to program and is often
the origin of bugs in a storage system [9, 17]. To add
any new feature in a file system, a programmer needs
to have a thorough understanding and working of the
file system. Apart from programming, providing support and maintenance for such large and complex file
systems with several features and diverse mount options
is also very hard. Thus, file system development and
maintenance is always considered to be the work of the
select few who have a very deep knowledge of the file
system and also the operating system.
Several techniques have been suggested to simplify the
process of file system development. To address the need
to quickly develop and incorporate new features in an
existing file system, the Linux kernel has provisions for
implementing stackable file systems. Stackable file systems [21, 10] give developers a quicker way to add new
features to a file system through an extensible file system interface. It reduces the complexity of developing a
newer file system, in that it allows features to be added
incrementally in steps instead of creating a new file system from scratch, or modifying an existing one. However, to obtain the best performance, these file systems
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are tightly integrated into the Linux kernel or are designed and developed to run as a kernel module, thus
requiring the uphill task of understanding the kernel before starting to develop a file system. File System Translator (FiST) [27] is a file system generation tool that
simplifies the task of creating stackable file systems by
generating most of the code from a standard file system
template. The programmer is required to provide code
only for the main functionality of the file system, which
is then called from another code written in FiST language and fed to the FiST file system generation tool.
The resulting code can then be inserted into a live system as a loadable kernel module. However, the simplified coding now requires learning a new file system
template language.
Kernel-space file systems are not always the best way to
develop a file system and suffer from several drawbacks.
They cannot be ported across different platforms and
they also do not provide any options for non-privileged
users to mount a file system. File system in User Space
(FUSE) is another solution to simplify writing a file system and can be ported across different operating system
platforms. It has been integrated into the Linux kernel
tree and has ports available for other major operating
systems. FUSE exports all file system calls within the
kernel to the user-space through a simple application
programming interface (API) by connecting to a daemon that is running in the user-space. FUSE provides
a good way to write virtual file systems, in that the file
systems do not store any data themselves. Writing a file
system in user-space is several folds easier when compared to writing a kernel-space file system. FUSE also
has provisions to permit non-privileged users to mount
FUSE-based file systems. These user-space file systems however come with a small overhead due to context switches and memory copies made during the data
transfer operations [25, 26].
As discussed above, FiST and FUSE are two very common solutions to simplify the process of writing file
systems. But, as observed, performance, portability
and availability to non-privileged users, all cannot be
achieved together. In this work we propose a stackable
FUSE architecture that will allow developing stackable
file systems in user-space. And to limit the overhead
due to context switching between the kernel space and
user-space, we propose to combine this stackable FUSE
design with ATTEST, an attribute-based storage framework that allows defining policies to filter files and thus
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Figure 1: Stackable file systems.
file system operations on a per-file or per-directory basis [15].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the stackable file system model,
while Section 3 describes the FUSE architecture. Section 4 describes the previously developed ATTEST
framework for an extendable storage system. In Section 5, we provide details of our design for stackable
FUSE module, Section 6 gives a brief description of our
implementation approach and Section 7 shows the performance results. Section 8 is an overview of the related
work. We end this paper with a section on our conclusions and proposed future work.

2

Stackable File Systems

The idea of stackable or layered file systems was
adapted from the vnode interface first implemented on
SunOS in 1984 [12]. Stackable file systems [20, 21,
24, 22] are stand-alone file systems that can be mounted
on top of an existing file system mount point. Figure 1
shows the typical arrangement of a stackable file system present between the Virtual File System (VFS) and
a lower-level file system, which may or may not be a
device-based file system. The advantage of developing
a stackable file systems is that they can be used to extend the functionality of an existing file system without
changing the code of the original file system. A stackable file system creates a vnode with its own operations
that is inserted on top of the vnode belonging to the underlying file system. This allows a stackable file system
to perform operations in between the VFS and the lower
file system calls. For example, an encryption process
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can take place before the data is written on the lower file
system, or, a decryption function can be run after the
data is read from the lower file system. Stackable file
systems can be used to add many functionalities such
as compression, encryption, caching, etc. to an existing file system. Other examples of stackable file systems include WrapFS [26], UnionFS [18], RAIF [11],
AVFS [14], etc.
fistgen is a set of File System Translator (FiST) language
and tool that allows a developer to create a stackable file
system by only describing the core functionalities of the
file system [27]. The file system generator tool, generates the code for a file system that can be directly loaded
as a kernel module into a live Linux system. To add
some of the functionalities in FiST, however, requires
learning a new language. Since loading a kernel module in a system is restricted to privileged users only, file
systems generated using FiST can only be used if inserted into the system previously by an administrator or
a privileged user.

3

File system in User space (FUSE)

Filesystem in Userspace (FUSE) is a combination of a
user-space library and a kernel module for Unix-like operating systems that allows non-privileged users to create their own file systems without editing the kernel
code [2]. This is achieved by running the file system
code in user-space, while the FUSE module only provides a bridge to the actual kernel interfaces through a
set of APIs. FUSE’s kernel module simply redirects the
Virtual File System (VFS) calls to the user-space daemon. Figure 2 shows the internal architecture of FUSE.
Several FUSE-based file systems are already in common use. FUSE can be particularly useful in providing
a POSIX interface for files which are accessible over the
network through different network protocols. Some of
the file systems based on such a design are sshfs [6],
httpfs [3], CurlFtpFs [1], etc. FUSE file systems are
easier to maintain since they run in user-space. They are
also easier to code and debug compared to the kernel
file systems. Running file system in user-space also implies access to more libraries. Thus, FUSE file systems
can be written in any language that has a binding to the
FUSE libraries, including Ruby and Python.
However, file systems created using FUSE are always
the lowest file system in the storage stack. This means
that all FUSE requests must return from the FUSE
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Figure 2: FUSE architecture showing kernel module and
user-space library.
layer to the user-space applications without going to the
lower-level file system within the kernel, similar to a
stackable file system. Thus, FUSE, in its current form is
not a solution for developing a stackable user-space file
system.

4

ATTribute-based Extendable STorage (ATTEST)

ATTEST is an attribute-based extendable storage framework that allows policy decisions to be made at file-level
granularity and at all levels of the storage stack through
the use of file’s, or directory’s extended attributes [15].
These attributes can be used to enable or disable stackable file systems thus behaving like plugins and also allow the user to define rules to identify redundancy or
throughput requirements on per-file basis to select the
device for storing data. ATTEST allows user to set define file-based rules or directory-based policies that will
selectively enable or disable options at each layer within
the storage system stack. The rules set on a file are
stored in the file’s extended attributes and move with the
file while directory-based policies are set on all files created under it. By allowing per-file attribute-based policies, it becomes possible to implement storage policies
on a much smaller granularity. The ATTEST framework
also pushes these attributes to the operating systems’
storage device layer called the logical volume manager
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Figure 3: ATTEST architecture with cache, encryption, compression, backup plugins and RAID-5, RAID0, regular disk, SSD and tapes.
(LVM). This allows the user to also pass a file’s properties and its data redundancy or throughput requirements.
ATTEST framework will then select the device based
on those attributes to store data blocks belonging to that
file.
The ATTEST framework was designed with the objective to include computationally expensive, but necessary
functionalities at the file system layer, or in the device
manager layer under a single file system mount-point
but with user-controlled rules or policies to determine
which files or directories will really be applying them.
Such a scheme would allow including functionalities
in file systems which are otherwise typically ignored
simply to avoid distributing their computation overhead
across all files present on the file system. Typical examples of such functionalities include encryption, compression, redundancy, etc.

5

Stackable FUSE

As already mentioned, FiST and FUSE are techniques
to design new file systems with lower learning curve as

Figure 4: Operation flow in sfuse with a user-space sfuse
file system.
compared to writing a standard kernel-level file system
from scratch. FiST helps by extending functionalities
of an existing file system while FUSE allows easy programming and maintenance of file system in the userspace. FUSE also provides the ability for non-privileged
users to mount file systems and use it.
In this work, we propose a new stackable file system
module called sfuse that will provide users with a FUSElike interface in user-space to write their own file system in the user-space. The added advantage of sfuse and
the difference compared to FUSE is that it will provide
stackability similar to that available using FiST. Thus,
data in all I/O operations will be sent to the user-space,
copied or modified, and returned to kernel-space to be
pushed to the lower-level file system. Since a FUSEbased file system have a cost due to context switching
and memory copies, we plan to extend the idea of ATTEST and limit the overhead only to files that require
the user-space functionality implemented in the file system.
There are several advantages of porting file system
stackability to the user-space. One of the main advantages is that such a scheme would allow any user on the
machine to mount a stackable file system without the
need of administrator privileges. Along with stackability, per-file control on the files will allow the user more
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control on how the files are treated. sfuse also avoids
the need for the user to understand the FiST language in
developing a stackable file system. Figure 4 shows the
operation flow with a sfuse-based file system present in
the user-space. In case of READ, the data would flow
away from the lower file system, while during WRITE
operation, the data would flow towards the lower-level
file system. Section 6 provides more detail on the internals of the sfuse file system module.

6

Implementation

We implemented our stackable FUSE-like file system
sfuse on Linux kernel version 2.6.24. We started by first
creating a stackable base file system basefs using FiST.
We used a patched source of FiST version 0.2.1 to create
the stackable file systems which was compatible with
the Linux kernel version present on our machine. sfuse
is designed to export all file system operations to the
user-space daemon, similar to the default FUSE module. To export I/O functions to the user-space daemon,
we modified the user-space FUSE library to receive requests from the kernel even without any previous file
OPEN operation. All I/O requests are forwarded to the
user-space file system, irrespective of whether an OPEN
operation was performed on that file. This is in contrast to FUSE, where an I/O operation can be performed
only after an OPEN call is made. This step is required
in FUSE to open the actual file on the ported file system and obtain a file handle in the user-space. The file
handle information is later used in identifying the file
on which I/O needs to be performed. In sfuse, the file
is actually opened within the sfuse’s Linux kernel module and multiple operations on the same file are handled
within the kernel module.
A user may however also opt to also use the exported
OPEN function in the user space, depending on the requirement of the stacked file system. As an example,
for a simple encryption file system, encode and decode
functions can be run without having any knowledge of
the file handle. In another case, if the stackable file
system is designed to count number of times a file is
opened, OPEN functions will have to be implemented
in the user-space.
To implement stackability in FUSE, we also require the
user-space FUSE library to return the request data buffer
back to the kernel after performing the stack function.
This is done in the same way as any write operation

would be performed in FUSE module. File systems developed based on sfuse are mounted in the same way as a
FUSE-based file system. The mount binary file requires
two parameters – the mount point directory and the directory which needs to have the stacked functionality on
top of it. In the kernel, data structures for storing the
file system’s private information must include information regarding the lower-level file system along with the
connection pointers of the user-space FUSE daemon.
The user can control the files which must be exported
to the user-space by using ATTEST. The user can lay
rules or set policies for each file by directly setting the
file’s extended attributes, or by including the rules in
the ATTEST config file. More details on how to set the
rules and policy in an ATTEST framework is explained
in [15]. Stackable FUSE also allows attributes set by the
ATTEST framework to be passed from the kernel-space
to the user-space as tags along with any I/O request.
This will allow the user to perform dynamic ordering
of multiple stacked functions in the user-space without
going back into the kernel-space.
Our current implementation only supports synchronous
operations. This means that all operations can return
to the kernel space only after the user-space functions
have returned. As part of our future work, we plan to
support asynchronous operations in sfuse library, which
will allow the requests to be appended to a queue in the
user-space file system. This queue will be cleaned by a
thread running continuously on the system. One place
where such a mechanism can be very useful is in performing lazy data backup and deduplication on a per-file
or a per-directory basis. With the assistance of ATTEST
rules, the user can also define policies, such as, if the
files need to backed up after compression, or encryption, or neither.

7

Results

We evaluated the performance of sfuse by running IOZone [4], a popular benchmarking tool that performs
synthetic read/write tests to determine the throughput of
the system over a variety of file system configurations.
We conducted our experiments on a 1.8 GHz dual-core
dual processor AMD Opteron machine with 2 GB RAM
and two 40 GB hard disk drives running Linux kernel
2.6.24. The experiment was run for a file size of 2 GB
with record size set to 128 KB. Figure 5 shows the results with overhead of using sfuse compared to other file
system configurations.
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We first ran IOZone on a default EXT3 formatted nonroot partition to obtain the base performance of the system without any stacks. Next, we ran IOZone on basefs,
a stackable file system generated by FiST. basefs is an
empty file system in that it simply forwards all calls
to the lower-level file system. By running IOZone on
basefs, we evaluate the overhead of including a stackable file system between VFS and disk-based file system
such as EXT3. basefs is available along with the source
code of fistgen. From Figure 5, we can see that including an empty stackable file system has a very negligible
overhead.
Our third experiment was run on a fusexmp file system
mount. fusexmp is a FUSE-based file system that simply
mirrors the root directory of the system on the mounted
directory. It is available freely along with the FUSE
source code [2]. Our experiments confirm the overhead
that is expected to be present on any FUSE-based file
system due to memory copies between user-space and
the kernel-space. We observed almost 10% overhead
for writes and slightly less than 15% for reads in this
test. Our fourth setup was an empty file system similar
to basefs, but set up in sfuse. This file system simply
returned the request back to the kernel space without
doing anything to the transferred data. We conducted
this experiment to observe the real overhead of context
switching and memory copy operations. In our experiments, we observed an overhead of around 8% for writes
and around 5% for reads when compared to the local file
system.
Our fifth experiment was done on a slightly modified

version of cryptfs stackable file system available with
the fistgen source code. We disabled the encryption of
file names in cryptfs and only allowed data block encryption. We implemented the same encryption algorithm in user-space and implemented a sfuse file system for it. We observed almost 26% overhead for writes
and around 39% overhead for reads by porting the code
to the user-space. The overhead in this case is primarily because of context switching between the user-space
and kernel space. The data buffer memory is copied
two times in each I/O operation for each direction of the
data flow, i.e., once from the kernel to the user-space,
and then, from the user-space back to the kernel space.
This overhead also comes from several other aspects
within the operating system like processor registers that
need to be saved and restored, cache entries that need
to be evicted and reloaded for the incoming processes,
etc. [13, 19].
While the overhead in our experiments are certainly
non-negligible and casts doubt over the need to port
file systems into the user-space, we remind the reader
the benefits such as the ability for non-administrator accounts to control their data, simpler programming and
debugging in user-space with FUSE bindings available
in many programming languages other than C and perfile granularity control sufficient to make this a useful
solution. Further, our sfuse code has not been highly
optimized and could be improved significantly to lower
this overhead.

8

Related Work

Significant effort has been put into providing users with
control of their data in terms of where their data is
placed in the storage system. Redundant Array of Independent Filesystems (RAIF) [11], for example, is a
stackable file system that allows user to define rules to
determine data placement policy. RAIF allows users
to distribute data across different file systems and define redundancy across it. UmbrellaFS [8] is another
solution that allows the users to define distribution policy, but across different devices with each device having
their own redundancy and throughput limitation. ATTEST differs from these existing solutions, in that ATTEST allows rules that enable or disable stackable plugins mounted in the system by the administrator and also
allows the user to define rules on data placement by selecting underlying storage devices, each with their own
redundancy or throughput characteristics.
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Apart from FUSE, there also exist other solutions to
writing file systems in user-space. UserFS [7] was an
idea proposed in 1993 which exported file system requests to the user-space through a file descriptor. puffs
is an export of FUSE-like library on the NetBSD operating system [5].

[3] HTTP filesystem.
http://httpfs.sourceforge.net/.

However, all these solutions limit themselves by either
allowing the user only to decide where the data is stored
or not providing stackability in the file system. To the
best of our knowledge, we know of no solution that provides the users a mount point interface that will allow
the user to modify or copy the data in a stackable fashion without the need for having any root-privileges.

[6] SSH filesystem. http:
//fuse.sourceforge.net/sshfs.html.

9

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a stackable user-based
file system model which can be controlled based on
user defined rules. Most of the existing file systems
make compromise on adding costly functionalities because there is no way to make policy decisions at a finer
granularity. In this work, we reinforce our commitment
to providing users more control over policy decisions
on the files by using ATTEST. Stackable file systems in
user-space opens up a variety of opportunities to design
file systems. However, the stackability of these file systems are expensive due to context switching. By using
the ATTEST framework, we can select files and enable
stackability and absorb the overheads only for files that
require the stackable functions enabled.
In the future, we plan to implement a stackable module
in the LVM layer that will send data blocks present at the
disk level to the user-space daemon in a similar fashion.
This can be used to write user-spaced disk block manipulation functions such as data deduplication or snapshotting. Such a design will also allow users to write
their own disk layout algorithms [23, 16] from the user
space.
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